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Capacitive deionization (CDI) is a forward-looking technology that removes ions from brine due to its low energy consumption, low cost and prevention of secondary pollution. Removal capacity is still an issue for the CDI technology. It is quite urgent to design high performance CDI electrode material with reasonable porous structure, excellent conductivity and hydrophilic surface. Herein, we originally designed nitrogen-doped rod-like porous carbon derived from dual-ligand metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), in which two ligands, namely 1, 4-benzenedicarbocylic acid and triethylenediamine, to coordinate with zinc (Zn), respectively. The 1, 4-benzenedicarbocylic acid can be used as a pore-forming agent to increase the specific surface area of carbon material, and the triethylenediamine is used as nitrogen doping source to increase the hydrophilicity and conductivity of carbon material. By adjusting the ratio of two ligands, the optimal specific surface area and nitrogen doping for carbon material is obtained, thereby achieving the highest removal capacity for capacitive deionization of brine. The obtained carbon materials possess a hierarchical porous structure with moderate nitrogen doping. The large specific surface area of the electrode materials delivers many adsorption sites for adsorption of salt ions. The hierarchically porous structure provides a rapid transport channel of salt ions, and high-level N doping enhances conductivity and hydrophilicity for carbon materials to some extent. More importantly, the salt removal capacity of the electrodes is as high as 24.17 mg g⁻¹ at 1.2 V in 500 mg L⁻¹ NaCl aqueous solution. Hence, the moderate nitrogen doping porous carbon materials derived from dual-ligand MOFs is potential electrode material for CDI application. Such results open up a new method for preparation high performance electrodes to remove ions from saline water.

1. Introduction

The water scarcity is one of the biggest global problems facing the world in the 21st century. Population growth, industrial development and climate change further deteriorate the water crisis. Removal of ions from brine or brackish water is an effective way to obtain fresh water. Capacitive deionization (CDI) is a potential technology for purifying water that uses electrostatic force to adsorb ions onto the porous structure of the charged electrodes. Unlike conventional desalination methods, CDI, which removes ions from saline water, is faster and more easily. High removal capacity and easy mass transfer of ion within electrode materials are crucial requirements for CDI. The key of CDI technology is the design and fabrication of high performance electrodes, which have been evidenced previously.

So far, a large amount of carbon materials such as activated carbons, carbon aerogels, graphene, carbon nanotubes, carbon-based composites, mesoporous carbons, hierarchically porous carbons, agricultural by-product derived porous carbon etc. have been used as CDI electrode materials. However, due to the low specific surface area and poor conductivity of electrode materials, the wide application of CDI is limited. Removal capacity is still an issue for the CDI technology. Therefore, developing high performance CDI electrodes has attracted a great attention to promote the application of CDI technology for removal of ions from saline water.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline compounds formed by coordination and self-assembly of metal ions with organic ligands. Because of their large specific surface areas, adjustable pores, and unique architecture, MOFs have received extensive attention from researchers. Recently, pyrolysis of MOFs has become a new strategy for preparation of porous carbon materials. Due to high specific surface area and porous structure, carbon materials derived from MOFs are emerging as promising alternatives for CDI electrode materials. Several MOFs-derived porous carbon have been designed and synthesized as CDI electrode in view of their...
regular porous structures and open channels that are suitable for ion adsorption.\textsuperscript{46-51} Liu et al. designated MOF-5-derived porous carbon and attained the salt removal capacity of 9.39 mg g\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{44} Pan et al. reported zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) derived porous carbon at different pyrolysis temperatures and after ZIF-8 was treated at 1200 °C, the porous carbon achieved the highest SAC of 13.86 mg g\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{45} Our group modified ZIF-8 by adding cetyltrimethylammonium bromide as in-situ pore expander, the CDI electrodes obtained by the pyrolysis of modified ZIF-8 showed an excellent SAC of 15.81 mg g\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{46} Our group also obtained the porous carbon by the pyrolysis of Al-based metal organic gels displayed a high SAC of 21.52 mg g\(^{-1}\) at 1.2 V in 500 mg L\(^{-1}\) NaCl solution.\textsuperscript{49} The above descriptions indicate that MOFs-derived porous carbon materials are believed to be favored for high performance CDI applications. Previous studies also indicated that doping nitrogen (N) into MOFs can effectively improve the hydrophilicity and conductivity of porous carbon electrodes.\textsuperscript{47,48,52,53} Defects caused by N doping into carbon materials can increase the reactivity and electrical conductivity of carbon materials.\textsuperscript{54,56} The N atom can provide free electrons with high electron affinity, thus increasing the positive charge density of adjacent carbon atoms and improving the conductivity of materials.\textsuperscript{57} Some hydrophilic oxygen-containing functional groups will be introduced to improve the hydrophilicity of the materials.\textsuperscript{48} N-doped carbon materials are beneficial for improving the electroosorption performance compared to non-atom doping. Literature indicates that for carbon materials, excellent specific surface area and heteroatom doping are important factors influencing CDI performance.\textsuperscript{50,58,59} Controllable regulation of heteroatom doping and high specific surface area in MOFs has been achieved by regulating different ligands and metals. However, most of the MOFs materials reported in the literature are directly carbonized, or combined with other pore-forming agents and heteroatoms doping sources to achieve controllable regulation of MOFs-derived carbon materials.\textsuperscript{46,50,51} Therefore, it is very meaningful to control the specific surface area and heteroatom doping of carbon materials by modulating the ligands of MOF and explore their effects on the CDI performance.

In this work, we investigate the effect of specific surface area and N-doping on the SAC of the carbon materials. For this, the traditional mono-ligand MOFs need to be compounded with other substances such as pore-forming agent, and extra N source. We controlled the ratio of two ligands, namely 1, 4-benzenedicarboxylic acid and triethylendiamine to coordinate with zinc (Zn), in order to achieve the controllable adjustment of morphology and composition of the MOFs material. The obtained moderate N-doped dual-ligand MOF-derived porous carbon material demonstrated a much improved SAC.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)•6H\(_2\)O) (99\%) and Triethylendiamine (ted, 98\%) were provided by Aladdin. 1, 4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (bdc, 99\%) and N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) were provided by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. in China. All chemicals were directly used without further purification. Deionized water was used in all experiments.

2.2 Synthesis of the porous carbon materials

Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)•6H\(_2\)O (0.455 g) and moderate ted (0.514 g) were stirred for 5 minutes in 15 mL DMF at room temperature, and bdc (0.761 g) was dissolved in 20 mL of DMF by heating at 60 °C. The two solutions were mixed in the 100 mL round bottom flask, then put it in the oil bath of 150 °C, and the vapors of liquid got condensed and refluxed. The reaction mixture reacted for 2 h with stirring, and was then placed in an oven for 20 h at 150 °C in order to slow evaporation of DMF from the mixture. After cooling the material to room temperature, washed 3-4 times with hot DMF (20-30 mL each time), followed by placing in the oven at 150 °C for 20 h, and in the vacuum oven at room temperature for 5 h. The obtained powder was dual-ligand MOF. The resultant powder was firstly heated to 200 °C and then to 900 °C for 2 h with a heating rate of 2 °C/min under nitrogen atmosphere and finally cooled to room temperature. Then, the resultant materials were etched thoroughly in a 2M HCl solution for 24 hours to remove residual Zn species. The moderate N-doped rod-like porous carbon derived from dual-ligand MOF (denoted as MNPC) was thus obtained.
For comparison, the amount of TED was changed to 0, 0.257 g and 1.028 g, respectively, and the comparative samples of porous carbon derived from mono-ligand MOF (denoted as PC), slight, and excessive N-doped rod-like porous carbon derived from dual-ligand MOF (denoted as SNPC and ENPC) were obtained by using the similar method. The overall synthesis route for the fabrication of MNPC and its CDI application is depicted in Fig. 1.

2.3 Materials characterization
The samples were characterized by using a transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM-200CX) and a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, JEOL JEM-700F). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were recorded using a JEOL JEM-2010F instrument. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern were obtained using a Rigaku D/Max-RB X-ray diffractometer (Cu Ka, 40 kV, 20 mA). The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms were measured on Autosorb-IQ2 (Quantachrome Corporation). The specific surface area was obtained by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method. The pore size distribution was analyzed by the slit/cylinder pores QSDFT adsorption model. The micropore surface area ($S_{\text{micro}}$) and micropore volume ($V_{\text{micro}}$) were obtained from t-plot analysis. The Raman spectroscopy was performed to study the structure of the carbon materials. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted on a PerkinElmer PHI 5000C ESCA system equipped with a dual X-ray source, using a 45 Mg Ka (1253.6 eV) anode and a hemispherical energy analyser. The hydrophilicity of the electrode materials was tested by a drop shape analysis system (Krush, DSA100).

2.4 Electrochemical characterization
Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of electrode materials were tested using electrochemical workstations CHI 660D (Shanghai Chenhua, China). The PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes were used as working electrodes (2 cm × 2 cm), respectively. The counter electrode was graphite electrode, and the reference electrode was saturated calomel electrode. For all working electrodes, the mass was 0.005 g, and the concentration of NaCl solution was 0.5 M. CV curves were measured at different scan rates, such as 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 mV s$^{-1}$ in 0.5 M and 500 mg L$^{-1}$ NaCl solution. The applied voltage range was from -0.5 V to 0.5 V. When the concentration of NaCl solution is higher, the salt ions accumulate and adsorb on the electrode surface better, resulting in higher electron conductivity and more ion content in the electric double-layer region. The specific capacitance of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC was estimated from CV based on the equation (1),

$$C_s = \frac{1}{I \Delta V}$$

Where, $C_s$ (F g$^{-1}$) represents specific capacitance, $I$ (A), $\Delta V$ (V) and $m$ (g) represent current density, scan rate, voltage change and mass of electrodes, respectively.

2.5 CDI performance
The CDI electrodes are composed of 80 wt% of PC, or SNPC, or MNPC, or ENPC, 10 wt% of PTFE (Poly tetra fluoroethylene) and 10 wt% of Super P (a conductive additive). These components were uniformly mixed in ethanol and then compacted on graphite paper to form a film. The graphite paper coated with the material was then dried in an oven at 120 °C overnight to obtain a CDI electrode. Finally, the electrodes were assembled into a self-made desalination apparatus to detect salt electrosorption performance. For each pair of electrode, the total mass of sample was 0.12 g, the coated area was 60 mm × 62 mm, and the thickness of the coated film was 0.1 mm. The ambient temperature and the total volume of the NaCl solution in the desalination experiment were maintained at 298 K and 50 mL, respectively. The original concentration of NaCl aqueous solution used in the desalination system is 50, 100, 300, 500 mg L⁻¹, respectively. The applied voltage at both ends of the electrodes is 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 V, respectively. The SAC of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes were calculated using the following formula (2):

\[
\text{SAC} = \frac{\Gamma_0 - \Gamma_f}{F \times \bar{I}}
\]  

where, \(\Gamma_0\) and \(\Gamma_f\) represents deionization capacity and the Faraday constant, respectively. \(\bar{I}\) is obtained using integrating current (charge, C g⁻¹).

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 Microstructure characterization of MNPC. (a) SEM image, (b) TEM image, (c) HRTEM image and (d) EDS mapping of MNPC.
3.1 Characteristics

In DMF solvent, 1, 4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (bdc) and moderate triethylenediamine (ted) could simultaneously coordinate with Zn to form the dual-ligand MOF. The H2O and CO2 gas were released due to decomposition of bdc during calcination, and Zn particles evaporated under high temperature (907 °C) causing a lot of porous structures and high specific surface area. The pyrolysis of ted ligand doped the N element into the carbon material. After that, impurities were removed by hydrochloric acid etching to obtain the moderate N-doped rod-like porous carbon material (MNPC). As shown in Fig. 2, the morphology of MNPC is a rod-like structure with a rough surface. While, the porous carbon (PC) derived from the mono-ligand MOF was bulk material (Fig. 1a and d1). The slight N-doped rod-like porous carbon (SNPC) with a rough surface was obtained after pyrolysis of dual-ligand MOF (Fig. 1b and e1). With increase of ted ligand, the obtained dual-ligand MOF derived excessive N-doped porous carbon (ENPC) was rod-like structure with smooth surface and less pores (Fig. 1c and f1). As it shown at Fig. 2a and b, MNPC has a rod-like structure composed of coarse particles with many holes, which helps to increase the specific surface area of material. There are some mesopores and macropores between rod and rod, which can facilitate the transfer and diffusion of salt ions in the material. The presence of abundant micropores can be seen in the portions marked by the yellow circles in Fig. 2c, which promote the adsorption of salt ions in the material. It can also be seen that MNPC is an amorphous structure. In addition, it can be seen from the elemental mapping analysis in Fig. 2d that N and O elements in MNPC are homogeneously distributed throughout the rod-like porous carbon material. The presence of O can be attributed to H2O, O2 and CO2 in the atmosphere adsorbed on the rod-like porous carbon material. This kind of porous framework is highly essential for CDI electrodes, because the porous channels are helpful for rapid transport and adsorption of salt ions within the MNPC electrode matrix.

In order to explore the physical adsorption characteristics of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC, N2 adsorption/desorption experiments were performed. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, most of curves show type-IV isotherms. When p/p0<0.1, the amount of N2 adsorption has a sharp increase, indicating the adsorption characteristics of the micropores. At a relatively high pressure starting at about 0.45, a hysteresis loop appears in the curve, indicating the presence of mesopores in the material skeleton.36,39 The pore size distribution data calculated by the QSDFT method in Fig. 3 has been further analyzed. The PC, SNPC and MNPC all exhibit mesoporous distribution peaks at 2.6, 4.6, and 17 nm. The specific surface area and pore volume data of all samples are shown in Table S1†. The results show that the specific surface area and pore volume of MOFs derived carbon materials decrease with addition of ted ligand, which corresponds to the morphology analysis results. It has been stated that such MNPC material may not only support the formation of N-active sites but also could be carefully controlled their suitable specific surface area according to need in CDI.

The graphite properties of carbon materials were characterized by XRD and Raman spectroscopy. The XRD patterns of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC are shown in Fig. 4a. At 23° and 43°, there are two diffraction peaks, which represent (002) and (101) lattice planes of carbon, respectively.36 From the low intensity and broad peaks of XRD patterns, it is known that these MOFs-derived carbon materials are non-graphitizable and amorphous nature, which is consistent with TEM data. The successful preparation of pure carbon materials is confirmed by the absence of other diffraction peaks, which indicate that Zn species are totally removed during acid etching. The structure disorder of carbon-based materials can be characterized by Raman spectroscopy. Both the D and G bands are Raman characteristic peaks of the C atom crystal: the G peak belongs to the E2g vibration mode due to the extension of the bond of all sp2 atoms in the chain and the ring; and the D peak is attributed to the breathing pattern of sp2 atom in the ring, which corresponds to defects and disorder within the carbon matrix.61,62 The Raman spectra of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC are shown in Fig. 4b. The D and G bands appear around 1323 cm−1 and 1590 cm−1. The I0/I0' of PC, SNPC, MNPC and
ENPC is 1.01, 1.06, 1.07 and 1.16, respectively, suggesting that with the increases of the ligand, the degree of disorder and defect increases.\(^6^3\) The results show that the doping of N atoms due to the ligand, more defect structure is introduced into the carbon material. In summary, the XRD and Raman results confirm that MNPC is amorphous in nature and more defective sites are produced.

The elemental composition and bonding state of each element in the carbon materials were further analyzed by XPS spectroscopy. The XPS survey of SNPC, MNPC and ENPC is shown in Fig. S2t. Moreover, the content of N in SNPC, MNPC and ENPC is 1.04\%, 2.60\% and 4.54\%, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4c, Fig. S3a and Fig. S3b, high-resolution N1s spectra of MNPC, SNPC and ENPC are fitted into four forms such as pyridinic N-oxide, graphitic nitrogen, pyrrolic nitrogen and pyridinic nitrogen, which are located at 404.1 eV, 401.4 eV, 400.2 eV and 398.1 eV, respectively. For the MNPC, the relative contents of various doping forms of N atom are 36.2\% pyrrolic-N, 49.7\% pyridinic-N, 9.7\% graphitic-N, and 4.4\% pyridinic-N, respectively. Pyridinic-N and graphitic-N are sp^2 hybridized, while pyrrolic-N is sp^3 hybridized. Pyridinic-N binds to two C atoms at the edge or defect of carbon network and contributes one p electron to the p system. Pyrrolic-N means that the N atom contributes two p electrons to the p system. Pyridinic-N and pyrrolic-N provide lone electron pairs and act as electron donors. Because pyridinic-N has a single lone pair of electrons, it is considered an active catalytic center by various research groups.\(^6^4\)

At the same time, defects are created to provide channels and active sites, thereby increasing the pseudocapacitance. And graphitic-N refers to the replacement of the C atom by N atom in the hexagonal ring. Graphitic-N promotes electron transfer within the carbon matrix, thereby improving the conductivity of carbon.\(^6^5\) N-containing group, pyridinic-N-oxide provides high hydrophilicity of the material.\(^6^6\) The increase of N doping content will lead to an increase of defects in the graphite structure, and moderate N doping can effectively improve the conductivity and hydrophilicity of carbon materials. When the defects reach a certain level, it will hinder the migration of electrons in the material. The non-conductive a-CN phase is formed in the carbon material, thereby reducing the electrical conductivity.\(^6^7, ^6^8\) Compared with PC and SNPC, MNPC has a higher level of N doping. Compared to ENPC, MNPC has a higher specific surface area, so comprehensively considering, MNPC has a moderate N doping and the suitable specific surface area, revealing the best electrochemical property. Therefore, these excellent properties suggest good CDI performance of MNPC.

In order to check the hydrophilicity of electrode materials, we conducted dynamic contact angle experiments. Fig. S4t shows the contact angle of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes, respectively. When the water droplet just touches the surface of material, the contact angle of MNPC (95.19\°) is lower than those of PC (98.90\°), SNPC (98.25\°) and ENPC (115.49\°). In comparison, the contact angle of MNPC electrode decreases more rapidly with time. After 120 s, final contact angles of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC decrease to 71.90\°, 76.77\°, 60.67\° and 107.27\°, respectively. Clearly, the hydrophilicity of the MNPC electrode is stronger than other samples. The improvement in wettability is mainly due to the hierarchical porous structure and suitable N-atom doping in MNPC. The enhanced wettability of MNPC allows the electrode to have a good compatibility with aqueous solutions, which helps salt ions to more easily enter into the pore channels of carbon materials, thereby improving CDI performance.

### 3.2 Electrochemical performance

To demonstrate the CDI capability of electrode materials, we tested the electrochemical performance of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC. The electrical resistance generated during electrochemical processes including the contact resistance of electrolytic ions with pores, the charge transfer resistance and the diffusion resistance can be described by EIS. As shown in Fig. 5a, a small semicircle appears in high frequency region, and its intercept on the real axis related to equivalent series resistance (ESR).\(^6^9\) It can be seen from the enlarged view in Fig. 5a that the ESR value of MNPC electrode is smaller than that of PC, SNPC and ENPC electrodes. MNPC exhibits more vertical line in the low frequency region compared to other samples, indicating good ion diffusion inside MNPC material.\(^7^0\) The smaller ESR and faster ion diffusion of MNPC electrode facilitate excellent capacitive performance of material.

The CV experiments were also performed to characterize the capacitive behavior of the electrode materials. As the Fig. 5b shows, CV curves of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC exhibit all near rectangular in shape, and no significant redox peaks appear, revealing that adsorption process is an ideal capacitive behavior.\(^7^1\) At the scan rate of 1 mV s\(^{-1}\), specific capacitance of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes calculated by eqn (1) was 217.4, 239.5, 277.7 and 101.34 F g\(^{-1}\), respectively (Fig. 5b). Clearly, compared with other materials, MNPC has higher specific capacitance, which is also higher than that of other reported literature under the same conditions, as shown in Table S2t, which corresponds to a higher SAC value. At different scan rates, such as 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 mV s\(^{-1}\), CV curves of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC show a nearly rectangular
shape, indicating good ion transport channels and electronic conductivity (Fig. S5†). As shown in Fig. 5c, at any scan rate, specific capacitance of MNPC is always higher than those of PC, SNPC and ENPC. This results shows that MNPC has better electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) performance than PC, SNPC and ENPC. The CV of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes at low NaCl concentrations of 500 mg L$^{-1}$ is also tested, as shown in Fig. S6†. The calculated specific capacitances of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes at the scan rate of 1 mV s$^{-1}$ are 37.8, 56.1, 135.2 and 37.7 F g$^{-1}$, respectively, which indicating that MNPC has better electrochemical performance. The specific capacitances of MNPC electrodes are 135.2, 51.0, 33.3, 21.9, 8.8 and 5.5 F g$^{-1}$ at the scan rate of 1 mV s$^{-1}$, 5 mV s$^{-1}$, 10 mV s$^{-1}$, 20 mV s$^{-1}$, 50 mV s$^{-1}$ and 100 mV s$^{-1}$, respectively. The results are consistent well with that of these CV results at 0.5 M NaCl solution. The outstanding capacitive behavior is attributed to the enhanced conductivity and hydrophilicity of MNPC, which facilitates fast ion adsorption.

The electrochemical property of electrodes was further characterized using the GCD test. Fig. 5d shows discharge curves of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC at the current density of 200 mA$^{-1}$ with the potential range of -0.5~0.5 V in the NaCl solution. Compared with other samples, MNPC shows a longer discharge time, indicative of higher capacitance value, which is consistent well with the CV analysis results. When changing the current density, the GCD curves of MNPC are shown in Fig. S7†. All GCD curves exhibit linear and symmetrical triangles, exhibiting the exceptional EDLC behavior, good rate capability and excellent reversibility. Therefore, these distinctive features of MNPC electrode are thought to be helpful for CDI applications.

### 3.3 CDI performance

To explore CDI performance of electrodes, the salt adsorption capacity (SAC) of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC electrodes were tested at 1.2 V, in the NaCl solution of 500 mg L$^{-1}$, at the flow rate of 50 mL min$^{-1}$. The SAC values of all electrodes change with deionization time as shown in Fig. 6a. As long as electric field was applied, conductivity of solution dropped sharply because sodium ions and chloride ions were rapidly adsorbed on the surface of electrodes with opposite charges, leading to a sharp increase in the SAC value. It is clear that most of the salt ions were adsorbed, the SAC increased slowly, indicating that the electrosorption equilibrium was gradually completed. The SAC value calculated by eqn (2) for MNPC electrodes reached to 24.17 mg g$^{-1}$ at 120 min, which is higher than those of PC (18.54 mg g$^{-1}$), SNPC (20.21 mg g$^{-1}$) and ENPC (12.08 mg g$^{-1}$), respectively. Moreover, the MNPC electrodes exhibit a higher SAC value under the similar test conditions than any other carbon materials reported in the literatures (Table 1).

**Table 1.** Comparison of adsorption capacity of reported carbon materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode materials</th>
<th>Applied voltage [V]</th>
<th>Initial NaCl concentration [mg L$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Adsorption capacity [mg g$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-doped porous carbon spheres</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>13.71</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous carbon polyhedra</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen-doped carbon nanorods</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>17.62</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod-like nitrogen-doped carbon hollow shells</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro/mesoporous carbon sheets</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>17.38</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene bonded carbon nanofiber aerogels</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Intercalated Graphene Sheet-Sphere</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanocomposite 3D graphene</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-doped porous hollow carbon spheres</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow ZIFs-derived nanoporous carbon</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich-like nitrogen-doped graphene</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF/polypryrole hybrid</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>11.34</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitrogen-doped mesostructured carbons</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>20.63</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNPC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>24.17</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the CDI process of porous electrodes involves the following four parts: (i) ions diffuse in an aqueous solution; (ii) ions transfer into pores channels of electrode; (iii) electrosorption of ions in electric double layer of electrode; and (iv) ions transfer from electrode to brine. The MNPC has a suitable specific surface area and pore size, which provides more adsorption sites for salt ions. During electrosorption process, micropores provide the adsorption sites of salt ions, and mesopores are more conducive to the transport of salt ions in materials. The suitable pore size distribution ensures the rapid adsorption of salt ions in the electrode. N-doping in MNPC also improves the wettability and conductivity of carbon materials, which is conducive to the electroadsoption of electrodes in aqueous solution.
The desalination performance of these samples was also tested in 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) NaCl solution. As the Fig. S8† shows, the salt removal percentage of PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC reached 63%, 75%, 83% and 53%, respectively. Therefore, the salt removal percentage of MNPC is higher than those of PC, SNPC and ENPC electrodes, and is comparable to the values reported in the literature under the same conditions, as shown in Table S3†, which reflects the better CDI performance of MNPC.

The salt adsorption rate (SAR) and SAC can be described by using Ragone curves. We have also studied several general parameters affecting desalination performance, such as different carbon materials, salt concentration and voltage, etc., to fully check CDI performance of electrodes. Fig. 6b shows the Ragone plots of SAR and SAC for PC, SNPC, MNPC and ENPC in the NaCl solution of 500 mg L\(^{-1}\) at 1.2V. It can be seen that Ragone curve of MNPC is in upper right, which indicates that MNPC has a higher SAR and SAC. The reason is that MNPC has the higher specific surface area, more suitable pore size distribution and moderate amount of nitrogen doping, so that salt ions can be quickly transported and adsorbed in the pore. The applied voltage and the concentration of NaCl solution are also the important factors affecting the CDI performance of electrodes. Therefore, the SAR and SAC of MNPC at different applied voltages of 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 V and different concentrations of NaCl solution such as 100, 300 and 500 mg L\(^{-1}\) were also investigated. Fig. 6c shows the variation of SAC values with time under different applied voltages for MNPC.

![Ragone plots of various electrodes in 500 mg L\(^{-1}\) NaCl solution at 1.2 V.](image)

Fig. 6 (a) Plots of SAC vs. time, and (b) Ragone plots of various electrodes in 500 mg L\(^{-1}\) NaCl solution at 1.2 V. (c) Plots of SAC vs. time, and (d) Ragone plots of MNPC electrodes in 500 mg L\(^{-1}\) NaCl solution at different cell voltages. (e) Plot of SAC vs. time and (f) Ragone plots of the MNPC electrodes in different concentrations of NaCl solution at 1.2 V. The flow rate is 50 mL min\(^{-1}\), same for all desalination experiments.

Initially, the SAC of MNPC increases rapidly with time, and then increases slowly until the electrosorption reaches equilibrium after 120 minutes. When applied voltage increases from 0.8 V to 1.2 V, the SAC of MNPC also increases from 7.71 to 24.71 mg g\(^{-1}\). At a higher applied voltage, the MNPC electrode exhibits a higher SAC. This is because a higher voltage induces a stronger electrostatic interaction, thereby adsorbing a larger amount of salt ions from the solution. The Ragone plots of SAR versus SAC for MNPC at different applied voltages is shown in Fig. 6d. As can be seen from the graph, increasing the voltage shifts the curve toward the upper right, which indicates that the SAR and SAC increase as the applied voltage increases. The SAC of MNPC in different NaCl concentrations as the function of time is shown in Fig. 6e. When concentration of NaCl solution increases from 100 to 500 mg L\(^{-1}\), the SAC value of MNPC increases from 9.88 to 24.17 mg g\(^{-1}\). As the Fig. 6f shows, the Ragone curves display that at higher salt concentration, the curve moves to upper right, displaying the higher SAC and SAR. The increase in SAC is mainly attributed to the formation of a more compact electric double layer capacitor in higher concentration. The increase in SAR is due to the higher conductivity of the solution, and the rapid transfer of the ions from solution to electrodes.\(^{32,83}\)

The electrode material used is carbon material obtained by annealing the MOF precursors in an inert atmosphere and then washed with acid, which has relatively stable physical and chemical property. The cyclic stability of electrodes is critical for CDI applications, so continuous adsorption-regeneration more than 35 cycles was performed on the MNPC electrodes in the NaCl solution of 100 mg L\(^{-1}\) at 1.2 V applied voltage to evaluate the stability. As shown in Fig. 7, at the beginning of the CDI process, the conductivity of the solution decreased because the electrolyte was attracted by the oppositely charged electrodes and stored in the electric double layer. When the adsorption process of electrolyte on the electrode was completed, a short-circuit voltage was applied to regenerate the MNPC electrodes. Therefore, due to desorption of the adsorbed salt ions, the conductivity of the solution increased again, and the concentration of the salt solution quickly returned to the original concentration. After 35 cycles,
the MNPC electrode remained stable without significant degradation in performance, indicating that the MNPC electrodes have good stability after continuous electrosorption-desorption cycles. The charge utilization and energy loss during desalination can be measured by charge efficiency (Λ). The charge efficiency for MNPC in different NaCl concentrations at 1.2 V applied voltage was showed in Fig. S9. The Λ values in the 100~500 mg L⁻¹ NaCl solution were calculated according to equation (5) to be 0.58, 0.73 and 0.82, respectively. It is obvious that the charge efficiency of MNPC electrodes decreases with the reducing of NaCl concentration, which is consistent well with the literatures. The high charge efficiency of the MNPC electrodes indicates its low energy consumption during the CDI process.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we originally synthesized moderate N-doped rod-like porous carbon derived from dual-ligand MOF, which shows high specific surface area, appropriate pore size distribution, enhanced hydrophilic and electrical conductivity. Enhanced removal of ions from saline water by MNPC electrodes via capacitive deionization has been demonstrated. In CDI tests, the SAC of MNPC electrodes achieved the highest removal capacity of 24.17 mg g⁻¹. The high specific surface area, good porous structure and moderate N-doping of the carbon material enhance removal of ions from saline water. The moderate N-doped rod-like porous carbon derived from the dual-ligand MOF should be a potential CDI electrode material. This work provides a new idea for designing multi ligands with different functions (such as ligands containing different heteroatoms) to coordinate with different metals (Co, Ni, Fe, etc.) to achieve the regulation of properties of derived carbon materials. It also opens up new methods for design of high-performance electrode materials for capacitive deionization of saline water.
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